We propose a derivation of the inflaton scalar potential from the higher (D) dimensional (R+γR n −2Λ) gravity, with the new coupling constant γ and the cosmological constant Λ. We assume that a compactification of extra dimensions happened before inflation, so that the inflaton scalar potential in four spacetime dimensions appears to be dependent upon the parameters (γ, Λ, D, n). We find that consistency requires n = D/2, while the dimension D has to be a multiple of four. We calculate the potential for any D, and determine the values of γ and Λ from observations. The cases of D = 8 and D = 12 are considered in more detail. Our approach results in the viable models of chaotic large-field inflation, and leads to the sharp predictions of an observable value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation.
Introduction
The f (R)-gravity (with R representing the spacetime curvature scalar) is the standard theoretical tool in modern cosmology, being one of the simplest approaches to modified gravity capable of describing both cosmological inflation in the early universe and dark energy in the present universe -see e.g., the reviews [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and references therein.
The classical equivalence (duality) between the f (R) gravity models and the scalar-tensor gravity models [6] is known for the long time and has many physical applications -see e.g., Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . In particular, the existence of the (Legendre-Weyl) equivalence transformation relating those apparently different gravity models is guaranteed by the physical conditions on the f (R)-function, namely, positivity of its first and second derivatives (in the proper notation).
The simplest f (R) gravity is given by the famous Starobinsky model of (R+γR 2 ) gravity with the action [16] 
We employ the natural units = c = 1 with the reduced Planck mass M Pl = 1, and spacetime signature (−, +, +, +) in four dimensions, D = 4. The Starobinsky model is an excellent model of inflation, in very good agreement with the Planck data [17] . Actually, any viable inflationary model of f (R) gravity must be close to the Starobinsky model (1) in the sense of having f (R) = R 2 A(R) with a slowlyvarying function A(R). In particular, any (R + γR n ) gravity model in D = 4 with an integer power n higher than two is not viable for inflation [18] .
The Starobinsky model is geometrical (i.e. it includes "gravity" only), while its only real parameter M can be identified with the scalaron (inflaton) mass, whose value is fixed by the observational Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data as M = (3.0 × 10 −6 )(
where N e is the e-foldings number. The corresponding scalar potential of the (canonically normalized) scalaron (inflaton) field φ in the dual (scalar-tensor gravity) picture is given by [19] 
This scalar potential is bounded from below (actually, is non-negative and stable), with its minimum corresponding to a Minkowski vacuum. The scalar potential (2) has a plateau of a positive height, when φ ≫ 1, describing slow roll inflation. During this slow roll of inflaton along the plateau the scalar potential (2) can be simplified to
where we have kept only the leading (exponentially small) correction to the emergent cosmological constant V 0 = . Hence, as regards the slow-roll inflation, the scalar potential (2) is the particular case of a special class of inflationary plateau-like scalar potentials having the form
with generic positive real parameters V 0 , V 1 and α. The V 1 is obviously unimportant because it can be easily changed to any desired value by a shift of the field φ in Eq. (4). The V 0 determines the scale of inflation. And the value of α determines the key observational parameter r related to primordial gravity waves and known as the tensor-to-scalar ratio, as
The Planck data [17] sets the upper bound on r (with 95% of CL) as r < 0.08 that implies
As regards the other CMB spectral tilts (inflationary observables), the scalar spectral index n s and its running dn s /dlnk, their values derived from the potential (4) are the same as those in the Starobinsky case, namely
The scalar potentials (4) with generic α also arise in the reconstruction of the inflaton scalar potential from the observable power spectrum of scalar perturbations, when betting on very small values of r and demanding a plateau-like scalar potential.
1 However, only in the case of α = α s the inverse duality transformation applied to the scalar potential (2) reproduces the Starobinsky (R + γR 2 ) model (1) . In this paper we study the (R + γR n − 2Λ) gravity models in higher (D > 4) spacetime dimensions with the cosmological constant Λ, in an effort to derive some scalar potentials of the type (2) or (4), leading to the very specific values of α that have their origin in a higher-dimensional modified gravity. We stress that we do not mean a cosmological inflation in higher dimensions. We assume that our universe was born multi-dimensional, and then four spacetime dimensions became infinite, while the others curled up by some unknown mechanism before inflation. We exploit the fact that the Weyl transform, as part of the duality transformation between Jordan and Einstein frames, depends upon D [11, 12] . We apply the duality transformation to f (R) gravity in D dimensions, get the scalaron (inflaton) scalar potential, and after that dimensionally reduce it (by integrating over compact dimensions) to four (infinite) spacetime dimensions. The cosmological inflation is assumed to be taking place after compactification.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we apply the Legendre-Weyl duality transformation to the (R + γR n − 2Λ) gravity model in arbitrary (D) spacetime dimensions. Demanding completeness in the field space determines the allowed values of n. Then we perform dimensional reduction of the derived scalar-tensor gravity to four spacetime dimensions. The scalar potential is studied in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we apply our results to the higher dimensions D = 8 and D = 12, as the simplest non-trivial examples. Sec. 5 is our conclusion.
Our setup
We denote spacetime vector indices in D dimensions by capital latin letters A, B, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1, and spacetime vector indices in four dimensions by lower case greek letters α, β, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3. In this Section we proceed along the lines of Ref. [20] , though in D dimensions and with arbitrary n.
Our starting point is the following gravitational action in a D-dimensional curved spacetime:
where κ > 0 is the gravitational coupling constant of (mass) dimension
(−D + 2), γ > 0 is the new (modified gravity) coupling constant of (mass) dimension (−2n+2), and Λ is the cosmological constant of (mass) dimension 2, in D dimensions. A spontaneous compactification of the multi-dimensional gravity models (8) to AdS spaces and its stabilization were studied in Refs. [21, 22, 23] by employing the duality transform to the scalar-tensor gravity picture in D dimensions. In our paper we take a different route, by demanding the scalar potential to have a plateau of positive height, instead of its vanishing (at large field values) assumed in Refs. [21, 22, 23] .
After a substitution
where we have introduced the new scalar field B, the action (8) takes the form
The field B enters the action (10) algebraically, while its "equation of motion" reads B = γnR n−1 . After substituting the latter back into the action (10) we get the original action (8) . Hence, the actions (8) and (10) are classically equivalent.
Next, we apply a Weyl transformation with the space-time-dependent parameter Ω(x),
where we have introduced the new spacetime metricg AB in D dimensions. As a result of this transformation, the corresponding scalar curvatures are related by
where we have introduced the notation
and the covariant wave operator = D A D A in D dimensions. The Weyl-transformed (and equivalent via the field-redefinition (11)) action S is given by
Hence, in order to get the corresponding action in Einstein frame, we should choose the local parameter Ω as
We thus find
and
As is clear from Eq. (17), we should also rescale the scalar field f , in order to get the canonically normalized scalar kinetic terms, as
As a result, in terms of the canonical scalar φ, we find
the scalar potential
and the standard scalar-tensor gravity action in Einstein frame in D dimensions,
We assume that the D-dimensional action (21) is then "compactified" to four infinite spacetime dimensions before inflation. Applying dimensional reduction (i.e. taking all fields to be independent upon compact flat (D − 4) dimensions), we have
so that κφ = κ 4 φ 4 and κ 2 V = κ It gives rise to the standard four-dimensional action (in Einstein frame, and with a canonical scalar φ 4 )
that we are going to consider as our inflationary model in four spacetime dimensions. In what follows we stay in four spacetime dimensions. However, the higher dimension D and the power n enter the four-dimensional scalar potential V 4 (φ 4 ) as the parameters, according to Eqs. (20) and (22) !
The scalar potential
To study our scalar potential in four spacetime dimensions, we rescale the relevant quantities by introducing the notation λ = n n − 1 1 γn
Then the scalar potential in D dimensions takes the simple form
where we have also used Eqs. (20) and (22) . Demanding this scalar potential to have a plateau of a positive height forφ → ∞, like that in Eq. (2), we get the condition
that implies (cf. Refs. [11, 23] )
Substituting it back to Eq. (27) yields the potential
Let us write down the power D/(D − 2) = p/q in terms of mutually prime positive integers p and q. Should q be even, it leads to the obstructionφ ≥ 0 of the real scalar fieldφ because its scalar potential becomes imaginary forφ < 0. For example, it happens when D = 6 and D = 10. Avoiding such situation puts a severe restriction on the allowed values of D in our approach. Similarly, since n is also the power of R in Eq. (8), and R can take negative values, we conclude that n must be integer and, hence, D must be even. The allowed dimensions are thus must be multiples of four, with the lowest values beyond four being D = 8 and D = 12. These two cases are studied in more detail in the next Sec. 4.
Requiring the scalar potential to be bounded from below is needed for stability. It the limitφ → −∞, the leading term in the scalar potential (30) is given by
so that we have to restrict the parameter λ as
If we require the existence of a minimum of the scalar potential, describing the classical vacuum after inflation, we need the existence of a real (finite) solution to dṼ dφ = 0. We find it atφ
It gives rise to a bit stronger condition,
3 The existence of the "critical" dimension D = 8 was also noticed in Ref. [23] .
and amounts to λ > −1 in the allowed dimensions. A stronger condition arises by demanding the scalar potential minimum to correspond either a Minkowski or a de Sitter vacuum. According to Eq. (34),Ṽ (φ 0 ) ≥ 0 implies λ ≥ 0 .
Finally, demanding the second derivative of the scalar potential at its minimum to be finite and positive or, equivalently, requiring a finite positive scalaron mass, restricts λ by λ > 0 ,
and implies positive cosmological constants in both D and four dimensions, because of Eqs. (24) and (34). , we find the four-dimensional scalar potential as
Taylor expansion of the potential around its minimum at φ
4 ,
yields the cosmological constant δ in four dimensions as
and the inflaton mass M as
Equations (40) and (41) can be considered as a system of two equations on the two parameters Λ and γ of our model, because the observational values of δ and M are known as δ = O(10 −120 ) and M ≈ 3 × 10 −6 , respectively. We find
(43) Because of the tiny value of the cosmological constant δ, the solutions can be greatly simplified to Λ = δ ,
as expected, and
As a check, when D = 4 and Λ = 0, we recover the Starobinsky model (1) 
The parameter γ in D > 4 generically diverges when Λ → +0 (unless M 4 δ D−4 = const. > 0), which also implies δ → +0 and M → +∞ because the 2nd derivative (41) of the scalar potential (38) becomes infinite at the minimum in this limit. It is remarkable that a (finite) positive cosmological constant ensures M to be finite too.
Examples: D = 8 and D = 12
In this Section, we specify our results to the two particular cases, having the special dimensions D = 8 and D = 12, respectively, and with λ ≥ 0.
• As regards D = 8 and n = 4, the scalar potential (30) reads
It has the absolute minimum at
where it has a value (the cosmological constant)
A profile of the four-dimensional inflaton scalar potential, originating from D = 8, is given in Fig. 1 . 
• As regards D = 12 and n = 6, the scalar potential (30) reads
A profile of the four-dimensional inflaton scalar potential, originating from D = 12, is given in Fig. 2 . 
Conclusion
In this paper we derived the inflaton scalar potential from higher (D > 4) dimensions, in the context of the D-dimensional (R + γR n − 2Λ) gravity, by using the Starobinsky model of chaotic large-field inflation in D = 4 as a prototype. We assumed that a compactification of the extra dimensions took place before inflation. We found that this requires a positive cosmological constant and n = D/2 for consistency. We calculated the corresponding scalar potential and the values of its parameters for any D, and specified our results to the two special cases, D = 8 and D = 12. Our models predict the viable values of n s and r for N e around 55 ÷ 5.
5
Our scalar potentials in their slow-roll part fall into the class of the inflationary plateau-type potentials describing chaotic large-field inflation and having the form (4) with
because of Eq. (38). In particular, we have α 4 = α s = 2/3, α 8 = 6/7 and α 12 = 10/11. According to Eq. (5), the value of the α-parameter dictates the observable value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r as
In particular, we find r 4 = . All those values are in agreement with current observations, and give the sharp predictions for future measurements of r.
